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Description:
With all my Heart (With Love)
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Monique Bonnin

Like an old style photo-frame, two children holding a heart are featured in a medallion, surrounded by an elaborate
frame of poppies. The irregular medallion outline is emphasized with seed-beads. Featured below comes the text
"With Love".

 

The postcard-size pattern is part of an attractive collection of cross stitch postcards, all designed by Monique
Bonnin. This one is perfect for a Mother's day card.

 

Notice in the lower corner the antique stamp and the postmark with the date of dispatch. These details are actually
part of the stitching. The "stamp" can even be personalized with the date of your choice as if it had been sent on
that special day (an additional chart is provided with months and numbers). 

 

 

A cross stitch pattern by Monique Bonnin.

>> see all Vintage-style postcard patterns by Monique Bonnin

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
With all my Heart (With Love / Happy Mother's Day)

Chart size in stitches: 50 x 78 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: 28 ct linen, white

Size of stitched area: 3 1/2 x 5 1/2 inch (9 x 14cm)

Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch, half stitch

Chart: color & BW

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 31

Other supplies:white seed beads

Themes: two children holding a heart, greeting card for a loved one, mother's day card

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/monique-bonnin-with-heart-with-love-cross-stitch-xml-214_236-3944.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/monique-bonnin-vintage-postcards-xsl-296_330_331.html


 

>> see all patterns for Birthdays and special events (all designers)

 

>> see all Mother's Day patterns (all designers)

 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/cross-stitching-greetings-wishes-birthday-cards-xsl-250_268.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/celebrations-holidays-seasons-mothers-xsl-214_236.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/monique-bonnin-with-heart-with-love-cross-stitch-xml-214_236-3944.html

